Joe

09:40:04 AM MDT

Lisa

10:02:48 AM MDT

John

09:59:43 AM MDT

Jay

09:57:57 AM MDT

Ken

10:17:15 AM MDT

Melissa

09:51:24 AM MDT

Duke
Iris

10:13:50 AM MDT
09:31:03 AM MDT

Iris

09:49:20 AM MDT

Rebecca

09:47:21 AM MDT

Rebecca

10:12:51 AM MDT

Jennifer

10:13:14 AM MDT

George

10:00:46 AM MDT

Cary

09:46:04 AM MDT

Cary

09:48:07 AM MDT

Cary

09:53:47 AM MDT

Cary

10:13:18 AM MDT

Cary

10:27:24 AM MDT

Sara

10:22:26 AM MDT

John

09:47:55 AM MDT

BTO/TOB Community Meeting Q & A 4.30.20
At this point, we recommend that only store employees touch bulk, so that
what is the protocal for bulk foods such as bulk candy?
the public is not self-serving
Lucy Kay
Critical businesses are required to wear gloves. Gloves are recommended
Wearing of masks has been addressed. Can you clarify wearing of gloves? where appopriate.
Lucy Kay

Will retail stores be able to have the annual sidewalk sales on Memorial
Day weekend?
Bill, this may be outside the purview of the town, but the curbside alcohol
from restaurants is set to expire tonight, any idea if this is going to be
extended?
Are guests and residents of multi-family units required to where masks in
lobbies and common spaces?
Will the Town of Breckenridge plan on meeting with the surrounding
towns; Frisco, Dillon, Silverthorne, Copper so that we are all on the same
page of everything opening? We are all so close in proximity to each other.
are we doing any antibody testing to determine spread? Do we have any
idea of actual mortality rates?
Good Morning!
Hi There- Has any discussion been held regarding hotel/resort occupancy
percentages and also, is the town going to be suggesting standards for
cleaning interval periods ?
Do we need to be wear a mask when we are out mowing lawns this
summer

As the public health orders currently stand, that would not follow social
distancing guidelines to maintain public safety. Going forward, Town
Council is relaxing sign code and examining other allowances.
Rick Holman

It looks like the State is going to extend this.
Rick Holman
Anytime you are in a public place and passing withing 6' of someone who is
not a family member, you should have a mask on.
Rick Holman
TOB and the surrounding municipalities are in daily contact and are all
following the orders put forward by State and County Public Health. We
are trying to stay as consistent as possible.
Please see Summit County Public Health for most recent updates
http://co.summit.co.us/1306/Coronavirus
Good morning
Percentages are not known at this time as far as what will be
recommended and we have great cleaning standards coming out of the
national lodging assoc

Is the town looking at procuring PPE for our businesses that we can
purchase?
Do you think special events will be allowed in July? Art Festivals. If not
when? or is this too early to speculate?
Has there been any estimation about the percentage of businesses in
Breck that will close permentantly bc of Covid?
Aspen is mandiating masks with fines, would Breckenridge consider
something like this?
Would lodging consider no point of contact check in to limit interaction
and possible spread?
Where should reports of businesses not doing their part to go?
Experienced a few on to go/pick up.
Where in Breck can we get a real mask? Not a Buff
Thanks!
Yes please do this again....very helpful. Thanks!
Is Breckenridge’s message to front range & out of county visitors not to
come to mountains while we’re under safer at home?

Lucy Kay
Bill Wishowski

Rick Holman

No. Unless your neighbor plans to walk within 6' of you as you mow.
Rick Holman
Please see Summit County Public Health for most recent updates
http://co.summit.co.us/1306/Coronavirus
Lucy Kay

Do we have over that hundred people wanting to be tested each day
Are the other towns openings/regulations in Summit County in line with
TOB?
Yes.
when would the council meeting be to discuss closing mainstreet to make The Council has already given their support to continue to explore this
it a pedestrian walkway ?
concept.
The Town may allow one on one personal training in rec center starting on
When will 1 on 1 personal training open at the Rec Ctr?
May 11th.
City Market is working closely with public health to institute better social
Given the recent outbreak of the virus at Breck city Market, what is being distancing measures with employees while working, this illustrates the
done to make city mkt as safe as possible?
importance of following the guidelines.
Are masks available for purchase in town?
Given the recent outbreak of employees at city market, wht actions ar
being taken to test the City Mkt employees more regularly
ARE YOU AVOIDING ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS ABOUT COVOID AT CITY
MARKET?
Plans for BTO summer events? - please disregard if already touched on
thank you!
Is there an opportunity for the library to open part time? lots of us use it
for printing, as well as office hours...
Can the town help businesses procure bulk hand sanitizer for our sanitizer
dispensers? Do we know if Breck Distillery will continue to produce?
Possibly sell?

Rick Holman

Mom's, Magical Scraps, and Joy of Sox are all currently carrying masks.

Rick Holman
Rick Holman
Rick Holman

Rick Holman
Tessa Breder

Please see answer above.
Please see answer above.
Events May - June have been canceled. Events July - September are still
TBD.
Lucy Kay
This decision will be made by the County once they feel they can safely
operate.
Rick Holman
The TOB is looking at purchasing in bulk for resale to the business
community.
Please
contact
tobbusinessprotocol@townofbreckenridge.com for guidance navigating
assistance programs.
All
Events May - June have been canceled. Events July - September are still
TBD.
Lucy Kay

John

10:15:39 AM MDT

Dick

09:54:41 AM MDT

Tanya

09:48:19 AM MDT

Austyn

09:48:41 AM MDT

Austyn

09:51:57 AM MDT

Austyn
Liam
Liam
Liam

09:54:22 AM MDT
09:43:19 AM MDT
09:46:45 AM MDT
10:31:56 AM MDT

Jill

09:50:04 AM MDT

Shawn
Shawn

09:46:32 AM MDT
10:03:29 AM MDT

Hayden
Miranda

09:55:44 AM MDT
09:59:10 AM MDT

Miranda

09:59:50 AM MDT

Any preliminary opening dates for Rec Center?
Town Party Cancelled or rescheduled?
Just a resident asking and BVG employee. Have you been in contact with
vail resorts on when they plan on opening the mountain back up for the
summer season if all employees are following the safety protocol that is in
place?
the county has come out with a bulk foos policy
Will we be doing a town clean up day still? Frisco has a really good model
for it

Looking into this, thanks.

All

EJ
Burl

09:48:44 AM MDT
09:29:11 AM MDT

Are customers reqiured to wear a mask to enter an essential business?
Will restaurant reopening be covered in this meeting?

Yes.
Yes, thanks.

Rick Holman
Bill Wishowski

Burl
Courtney

09:46:42 AM MDT
09:53:30 AM MDT

This will be directed by state public health.
Joy of Sox, Mom's, and Magical Scraps.

All
Bill Wishowski

Courtney
Courtney

09:56:40 AM MDT
10:04:23 AM MDT

Sandy

09:47:52 AM MDT

what is the latest on the timeframe for restaurants to be reopening?
Where can we buy masks locally?
I'm sorry if I missed this but ,when are you estimating we will be able to
have weddings? (parties with 100+ people)
I love that idea!
May we do sidewalk sales outside our retail stores during the peak
summer season to help boost sales?
When is Uber opening back up for drivers?

Bradley

09:35:42 AM MDT

Bradley

10:14:43 AM MDT

Kate

10:12:46 AM MDT

Kate

10:15:28 AM MDT

For massage, are we allow to do house call appointments?

No.
Rick Holman
Yes, we will be through an emergency ordinance on May 5th, although
fines are usually a last resort.
Rick Holman
Yes, all options to maintain proper social distancing are in consideration

Lucy Kay

https://covid19.colorado.gov/CovidConcerns

Lucy Kay
Bill Wishowski

Mom's, Magical Scraps, or Joy of Sox.

The Governor's order says Coloradans should only recreate within 10 miles
of their home.
Lucy Kay
The Town may allow one on one personal training in rec center starting on
May 11th.
Rick Holman
The Town Party will be moved to the fall.
Eric Mamula

Vail Resorts is pursuing extensive scenario planning and will keep us
informed of their operating plans.
Lucy Kay
Please see answer above.

As the state relaxes, public gathering resctrictions will be TBD.
Lucy Kay
We love that you love it.
As the public health orders currently stand, that would not follow social
distancing guidelines to maintain public safety.
Rick Holman
Uber would fall into public transportation category that is currently closed.
Do not know at this time when that may change for businesses like uber.
House call appointments TBD per state.
Rick Holman

Are cloth Breckenridge co masks being made? Could we have a huge Joy of Sox, Mom's, and Magical Scraps are all selling them. TOB is looking
supply of them made in anticipation for guests coming in with out masks? into bulk purchases for business resale.
Lucy Kay
As of today, only the Summit Stage is running limited lines with limited
What are the plans for the FreeRide?
capacity. Free Ride is still TBD.
Rick Holman
With 8 City Market employees testing positive for COVID this week, are
there additional measures/guidelines on how to keep our workforce safe Our best advice is to strictly adhere to the current guidance and require
(or safer)? Thank you for all that you're doing.
your employees to do the same.
All

MIKE

09:46:01 AM MDT

Ashley

09:56:26 AM MDT

Elisabeth

09:36:25 AM MDT

Love the idea of pedestrianizing Main St. I ask that all 4 blocks of 100-400 S
Main are included in the pedestrianization. Mike Jackman Breck Hat Co 411
S Main St)
Thank you.
Is there any chance of lodging getting opened up sooner? Perhaps by May
22?
Probably not.
We are leaning towards May 8 for retail- with the social distancing
procotcol in place
thx

Benjamin

09:47:57 AM MDT

Can you please update us on the current numbers of Covid in the town?
And aren't we inviting disaster if we become a tourist destination again Please refer to Summit County Public Health for the latest updates
before we have sufficient testing and contract tracing?
http://co.summit.co.us/1306/Coronavirus
Lucy Kay

09:48:30 AM MDT

When lodging reopens will there be any occupancy restricitonos or
anything like Estes Park did? The sooner we can know that the better so
we can adjust our sell strategies accordingly, nad not over sell our hotels if
something like that is being entertained. Thank you!
TBD

Scott

Reba

10:09:35 AM MDT

Carrie

10:27:21 AM MDT

Carrie

10:30:27 AM MDT

Escape rooms have private family rooms for 1 hour games. There is 45 min
after family leaves before other arrives. Since we have family members
private rooms may we have up to 8 guests. We have 3 separate locations
so they will not be arriving at same time.
Any thought on putting up hand sanitizers throughout Main Street for
people to use as they go in and out of stores?
Thank you all for your time. This was very informative. Have a good day, be
safe.
According to the BTO data, Breckenridge lodging companies are 25-50%
down this summer to previous summers... not sure why there is a thinking
there will be 100% occupancy when even in past non-pandemic summers
the summer market has never produced 100% occupancy. In a nonpandemic summer, normal summer occupancy hovers between 30-60%...
now its down 25-50% lower than that.
What is your feeling that the County will stick with the current plan to
open STRs on June 1. The County seems like they don't really want to
commit to anything with regards to visitors. Thanks!
Did the discussion come up about shared complex pools & hot tubs
opening on June 1st or at all this summer?
Is there a way that UNIVERSAL visual document/ sign that all retail can use
so that customers/visitors are getting the same message at each location?
The more someone sees the message and it is reinforced could we see
greater compliance?

All
Rick Holman
Bill Wishowski

Please refer to Summit County Public Health for the latest orders
http://co.summit.co.us/1306/Coronavirus
Not at this time.

Rick Holman

Thank you. Be well!

We are not expecting 100% occupancy. Summer occupancies have
typically averaged between 30-40% range for the season. (May - Oct)
Lucy Kay

Anna

10:24:25 AM MDT

Mike

10:22:34 AM MDT

Joe

10:11:11 AM MDT

Kristin

09:54:59 AM MDT

Traci

09:46:17 AM MDT

Rick

10:21:07 AM MDT

Marci

10:00:01 AM MDT

Jade
Jade
Laura
Danielle

09:46:31 AM MDT
09:46:40 AM MDT
09:45:52 AM MDT
09:52:05 AM MDT

Megan

10:31:33 AM MDT

Janet

09:48:02 AM MDT

Erica

09:47:47 AM MDT

Todd

09:54:27 AM MDT

TBD by State and County Public Health. Possibly May 8 with restrictions.
At this point, May 8.
June 1, madated by Summit County Public Health.
must maintain 6' social distancing on site or wear masks
You could designate certain hours for locals, like groceries do for
vulnerable groups. You can limit the number of people in your store at
one time, have one way isles, and 6" markers at check out.
Yes, we will experiment with a soft opening of our outdoor seating on main
street for locals.
Yes and Yes. Therapist is also required to wear a mask. Check
COVID19.colorado.gov
>safer at home tab> for guidance.
As a Massage Therapist, I fall into the Service Provider category. Can you https://covid19.colorado.gov/safer-at-home/safer-at-home-personalclarify if protocol says that clients need to wear a face mask while receiving services (link is also available from onebreckenridge.com in the "updates
their treatment? Do we need to check clients’ temperatures?
and guidance" section)
Any chance to open the ice rink...similar to the skate park? Maybe allow 2- not at this time. Ice maintenance is curtailed for now to save some
3 people at a time? And perhaps schedule the slots?
operating budget

Barbara

09:47:09 AM MDT

Would it make sense to recommend that restaurants develop a system to
order take out ahead of time, to help with planning for food quantities?
This is up to individual restaurants and certainly a good idea.

Barbara

09:47:30 AM MDT

Gretchen

09:41:05 AM MDT

Gretchen

09:43:08 AM MDT

We are planning on a June 1 opening. That may change if there is a
significant increase in COVID cases in the County.
All
Pools have not been discussed yet, but they will probably not open
anytime soon.
Rick Holman
The Welcome Center will send out a town approved PDF that businesses
can print and post in their storefronts. (there's a printable sign available
now at www.onebreckenridge.com under "Updates & Guidance")
Lucy Kay
Masks, buffs, scarves, bandanas must completely cover mouth and nose
per State order.
All

by masks- do you mean any kind of face covering?
Mike indicated BGV is going to great lengths for cleaning protocal and
guest participation. Is there are guideline from the County/State for
similar protocol for all lodging. Can we as a community create higher There are industry guidelines forthcoming, along with State protocols and
standards similar to BGV in order to enhance our employee and guest policies. Indivual businesses and/or the community can certainly operate
safety?
at a higher standard.
All
Highway 9 and also Ridge Street for north-south traffic, most east-west
What is expected for traffic flow if Main St. is closed to traffic?
streets will remain open.
Rick Holman
When can retail stores fully open?
At what capacity will second stage of retail opening be?
When is lodging set to open?
Are constructin workers required to wear masks?
How wull my local grocery store handle larger crowds that come with
lodging? Will locals be able to jump the line if they must wait to get in like a
fast pass at an amusment park?
have you considered a soft opening for the town restaurants to allow the
town residents to get out prior to the masses arriving

Rick Holman
Mike Dudick
Eric Mamula

Lucy Kay
Eric Mamula

Lucy Kay
Rick Holman

Eric Mamula

It is up to each restaurant to decide if they want to offer a delivery service,
What about Uber Eats to deliver food?
such as Uber Eats. Warrior Express and DoorDash are currently operating. Eric Mamula
Will the county require masks be worn by customers inside businesses (ie,
gracery stores)
Yes, it is a requirement now
Eric Mamula
Guests w/o masks can be turned away at the door of a business. Not
wearing masks in public is a violation of the the State Public Health Order
and citations can be issued. We hope that people will do the right thing
What will be the enforcement for guests/customers to wear masks?
and this wont be necessary.
Rick Holman

Gretchen

09:51:14 AM MDT

Gretchen

09:52:32 AM MDT

Gretchen

09:59:55 AM MDT

Holly

09:47:31 AM MDT

Darren

10:06:40 AM MDT

If people are within 6' of each other w/o masks they are in violation of the
State Public Health order. (see above). As citizens, we can politely ask
them to cooperate witht the state order, If the problem is excessive or
pertains to a certain business, there is a complaint site at the state level
We've noticed many people in stores and on the bike path without COVID19.colorado.gov/covidconcerns. Compliance will be complaint
masks....and this has increased in the past couple of days. How do we as driven. Local Public Health or PD will be able to issue cease and desist Lucy Kay
citizens help enforce?
letters to repeat business violators
Rick Holman
Can city market restrict access or make masks available for those Businesses can turn people away at the door. It is up to the business as to
customers who don't have them?
whether to make masks available to customers
Rick Holman
Is camping considered short term lodging and will it follow the loging
guidelines and timing?
Camping is not allowed already in the Town of Breck
Rick Holman
can we produce signage about placing masks and glovez in the trash? I am
seeing many on the streets/ sidewalks
Great idea. Will look into this
Rick Holman
Should we be worried about the influx of visitors from the front range
coming to use our trail networks once conditions allow. Neighboring
communities have already closed parking areas at trail heads - Buff Creek, We are looking at various trailhead management ideas. Our best options
Eagle - to name a few. Is there any thought of having something similar to will be directing visitors to less visited trails and enforcing parking rules at
this on the table?
trailhead parking
Lucy Kay

09:51:37 AM MDT

They are currently not enforcing the wearing of masks at City Market. 1/2
the people going in there do not have one on. When will it be enforced? This is a private business and enforcing this guidance is up to the business
Can we put a sign up that says no mask no entry?
owner
lk - RH, EM?

Linda

April

10:07:30 AM MDT

What are the number of lodging cancellations for the summer so far?

April

10:13:37 AM MDT

Can day spas open?

Rachel

10:13:15 AM MDT

what's the mortality rate in comparison to case rate in Breckenridge as of
now? and is the suicide rate higher then COVID19?
TBD

Rachel

10:25:34 AM MDT

Are you concerned about the fact that masks are a breeding ground for
bacteria that can get into your mouth and down into your lungs and cause Wearing masks is the guidance per the state and SC Public Health. Along Lucy Kay
infection? and masks are suppressing vital herd immunity?
with social distancing, it should help suppress the spread of the virus
Rick Holman

David

10:03:31 AM MDT

On January 14, Breck council member Gary Gallagher stated: “I really feel
short-term rentals are not helpful to this community.” Has the lodging
shutdown been a dream scenario for some council members?
Shutting down lodging is not a dream scenario for anyone.

Lucy Kay

David

10:19:03 AM MDT

Are cars with out-of-county license plates (including Texas) being cited?

Rick Holman

Jeff

10:25:45 AM MDT

Mara

09:47:53 AM MDT

BW? EM?
with restrictions. See covid19.colorado.gov>safer at home> spa tab

No.

Thank you Mike for acknowledging the impact the social isolation decisions
are having on mental health with in our community. From suicides to child
abuse if we are not taking these issues in to serious consideration then we
are doing a disservice to our future generation.
Thank you.
How will you enforce mask-wearing? I am still seeing people at the post
office, pharmacy and City Market with no masks on.
Businesses can turn people away at the door.

Jenni
Jenni
Josh
Hal
Hal

09:40:49 AM MDT
10:33:55 AM MDT
10:24:24 AM MDT
09:54:56 AM MDT
10:11:20 AM MDT

Ryan

10:31:03 AM MDT

Tiana

09:51:49 AM MDT

Chris

09:38:30 AM MDT

Chris

10:00:14 AM MDT

Duck

10:06:04 AM MDT

Masks are required for personal services, that's great! Can we get a link to
this document to look at as customers? I'd rather view it at home first...
Can't find on the TOB website.
Thanks!! Love this interaction!!
Magical Scraps is making masks
To Mike: will BGV supply masks to guests?
Bill, I would be happy to help people with small printing jobs.
If Main Street opens for restaurants will people be able to take beer or
cocktails outside on Main Street?
If you can keep 6’ away from other staff in your business, do you have to
keep your mask on inside your workplace?
Why can’t restaurants do what retail is doing by appointments and be
allowed to take certain amount of reservations based on square footage
and allowing time in between reservations to allow for proper sanitizing
with chemicals that treat the Covid 19?
How can the business community support the youth of our town better?
They aren’t the type to reach out to get help. Can we set up a safe location
or even a community line for them to get help without fear of judgement
or punishment?
if neighborhood parades would it be only Parade would be onlys floats and
no walkers or candy?

David

09:53:35 AM MDT

Jodie

10:09:01 AM MDT

Rick Holman

covid19.colorado.gov >safer at home> personal svc tab
https://covid19.colorado.gov/safer-at-home/safer-at-homepersonal-services (link is also available from onebreckenridge.com
Lucy Kay
in the "updates and guidance" section)
Thanks for joining us.
Thanks.
TBD
Thanks.

Mike Dudick

we are working through these decisions now.

Rick Holman

No, as long as you maintain the 6' distance.

Lucy Kay

The public health order is directed by the County and State.

All

Great ideas.

Lucy Kay

We are still working through this, but that is a likely scenario.

Lucy Kay

Will TOB help provide the masks we will need for guests?

TOB will try to purchase in bulk, and resell to local business at cost.

Rick Holman

If they are within 6' of staff or other guests, yes.

Rick Holman

Cheryl

09:56:59 AM MDT

Eli

09:49:22 AM MDT

Do hotel guests also have to wear masks when entering to check in?
I have been very troubled by the anti second homeowner or anyone with
an out of state plate. We have been full time residents for 4 years and
were second homeowners for 7 years before that. Some of our vehicles
have Colorado plates but some of them have not been changed to
Colorado plates. The are reports of notes being left on vehicles that do not
have Colorado plates saying "Go Home"
when the hotels open will they be able to open 100% of the room or will
the occupancy be capped?

kathy

09:50:47 AM MDT

In my experience as a RN. When public use rubber gloves. They do not use
them effectively, and gives people a false sence of securerity. The gloves
should be removed & hands washed between each interaction. At the
minimum use sanitizer on the gloves. The most important thing is to wash
hands in between contact with people! Thanks stay safe!
Thank you for this important information.

phyllis

10:26:44 AM MDT

anna
anna

09:54:37 AM MDT
10:03:22 AM MDT

anna

10:05:58 AM MDT

anna

10:30:59 AM MDT

amy

09:44:05 AM MDT

amy

09:47:48 AM MDT

I own 2 rental homes in Breckenridge. When are w allowed to start
booking for the summer, and what specific guidelines do we have to follow
besides the CDC cleaning procedures, which we plan on doing.
IF there is no one on the sidewalk and no one within 6 feet - masks
required?
Drive-in movies at the Gondola LOT!!
In closing down Main Street - IT IS IMPERATIVE YOU INCLUDE NORTH MAIN
STREET!!
Bill, Are the panel members going to read the questions you didn't pose
during this webinar?
Love the idea of closing Main Street. Great idea. Make it more pedestrian
and bike friendly = safe destination now and a sustainable destination in
the future. Very innovative!

BTO is developing messaging for second homeowners, explaining the
recent, difficult decsions we have all had to make, reasons behind them,
thanking homeowners for their cooperation and looking forward to
welcome them home soon. We will distribute via Realtors, HOAs and
emails that we have access to.
Lucy Kay
there likely will be occupancy limits for quite a while

Rick Holman

ALL

at this point June 1 for bookings.

Rick Holman

no, but keep it handy in case someone comes along
we are discussing this with BCA and Film Fest

Eric Mamula
Lucy Kay

We appreciate your input.
answering all questions and posting on onebreckenridge.com

Lucy Kay

We're glad you like it.
All
We expect that social distancing will be required for a long time and are
rethinking, and recalibrating events to accommodate that and all other
public health safety requirements.
Examples of July 4 parade,
Question: What's the update on events / gatherings? Is there a phased Oktoberfest changes, possible changes in how wedding, reunions could be
approach or any guidance?
structured
Lucy Kay
We are currently messaging only in channels where guests are consciously
seeking us out - like travelocity, expedia, our social channels. We will
resume paid outbound messaging in select regional drive markets
(considering safety records of those markets) and will go slow as to not
overwhelm Town. BTO is not planning on marketing in the Front Range at
this point, as that is well covered by other entities in town.
Lucy Kay

amy

09:51:23 AM MDT

amy

10:15:28 AM MDT

What is the BTO's recommendation for marketing/outreach for local
companies to bring back tourism in a safe, responsible way? We don't
want to overwhelm our community, but we need enough business to
sustain our businesses. Would love some guidance! Thx
Love the idea of a personal pledge. Eagle County adopted this. Can we
have a county-wide or, at least, a town-wide pledge for individuals,
tourists, businesses?

10:17:23 AM MDT

(not a question, just a plea to consider mental health + the economy, in
addition to public health):: We have 3 crises right now: 1. public health 2.
economic and 3. mental health. YES! We need to balance all 3
Absolutely!

amy

Lucy Kay

we will work on this.

ALL

amy

10:22:27 AM MDT

jeni
richard

10:24:38 AM MDT
09:49:25 AM MDT

richard
richard

09:53:47 AM MDT
09:57:33 AM MDT

Tim

Ginsburg
Beckerman

O'Neil

O'Neil

O'Neil
Manella
Edstom

Drabant
Drabant
Drabant

Neuschaefe
r
Catalano
Wilcox

Can the BTO please share any/all travel trends or findings on the interest in
travel with our local businesses? (search findings, data from the CTO or
other DMOs?) I know Lucy and her team are on top of it - would love to
learn more and have a lot more collaboration and learnings. Please and We can and do share all public information that we have access to.
thanks!
Onebreckenridge.com
Lucy Kay
Lucy referred to “Lodges” opening June 1; is that to say the Lodging
Companies representing homeowners will also be allowed to open?
Yes.
Is June 1 a firm date for lodging taking reservations
that is the information we have today
We are planning on selling at our cost, once the BWC opens for public
access- likely early June. Team is currently working remotely providing
will the welcome center sell or give masks to tourists
guest information.
Eric what is the proposed timing for pedestrian main street
TBD
Can the classes, offered for up to 3 people plus an instructor, be offered
outside for better air movement while also practicing 6ft social distancing
and following all the protocols on our own business property or where we
Yes, but if within 6' of public, masks would be required
are permitted to do so?
Expect this would be like Personal Services. Masks and safety protocols
Can we do ski boot fitting? Hard to maintain 6 foot social distancing. We
would have to be followed. Covid19.colorado.gov >safter at home>
need to touch/manipulate feet.
personal services tab
Parking garage moving forward?
TBD
You say it's the establishment's right and duty to not let people into their
shop, or museum, or business if they don't wear masks. What if these
people get aggressive or try to push their way in? This seems like a realistic
possibility given we'll have people who don't view the pandemic the same
way our town is viewing it. Are we going to ask a retail employee who's
making $14 an hour to defend their shop? BGV said it's making visitors sign
a pledge. Will all lodging properties be required to do that, including short
term rental units?
. I got a lot out of the webinar, nice work making it efficient. I thought
BGV's pledge idea was excellent given we can't check every visitor's temp
on their way into town. I think a lot of people would support an order
requiring lodging properties (including STRs) to have their guests sign
those pledges upon arrival - and read them prior to coming. That way at
least they know the expectations, and if they don't want to comply, they
can stay home.
I'm also still interested in whether retail employees (or museum docents,
etc) will be asked to defend their businesses if visitors don't want to play
by Breck's rules.
If you close Main St where will the bike lane detour?
Will any provisions or adjustments be made for parking, if Main Street is
no longer an option?
Is the town planning to proceed with 4th of July festivities? Or is it still too
soon to tell?
-can we get something about wearing masks on the large electronic street
sign? (when you come into town)

Lucy Kay
Lucy Kay

Lucy Kay

Rick Holman

Rick Holman
Rick Holman

We think signing a pledge is a great idea for all lodging guests. If guests
become problematic, CSOs will be able to help.

Lucy Kay

We will look into a town wide pledge.

Lucy Kay

We hope that guests will do the right things. CSOs can be called for
problematic guests.
Main Street could become a dismount zone for bikes.

All

TBD
EM?RH?
It's early, planning for different version of July 4 festivities. Possible parade
through neighborhoods.
Lucy Kay
CDOT sign

what about boutique studios? (yoga/spin, etc) when/how can they open?

3 participants + instructor max
what about yoga/spin studios? will they be able to open? (it wasn't clear w
Please see answer above.
the county order)….thanks!
I asked a question about the dog park opening and got an answer that they
don’t know. Why can we not open up the small dog park, as it needs no
modifications? We have no where to exercise our dogs, particularly if you
are a senior and the dogs are young. If you open the skate park, why not
the smaller portion of the dog park. I am on the board for LAPS and we are
concerned. Thanks Kate
TBD
Some activities businesses are taking private groups only. Social
Bike rentals and town/trail bike/hiking tours?
distancing and other protocols will have to be maintained.
How is the mask order going to be enforced when CM employees/guests
Please see answer above.
are nto doing it?

Rick Holman

RH?
Lucy Kay

